
Emerald
By Thomas and Chloe 



Goals for this year

>To earn at least 1000 house points each term

>To win the house cup this year

>To come at least 2ND place in house points each week

>For all of emerald to respect others no matter what

>For more of emerald to earn the 5cs tokens 



So far 

>So far we have got 1024 house points last term

>To start this term we have earnt 372 house points

>Emerald roughly earn about 179 house points each week



Emerald poem

E. Everybody works together in emerald

M. Motivation in maths will give you a boost

E. Everybody respects each other in emerald

R. Rules must be followed by Emerald house

A. Adults must be listened to by emerald house

L. Listen to your fellow team mates whether there in your house or not

D. Disrespecting anyone is not an option



Consideration

stars

>Treat others the way you want to be treated

>Respect every one no matter their role

>Listen to everyone's thoughts and ideas

>Be kind and considerate

>Treat others politely and with respect



Collaboration

stars

>Listen to others the way you would like to be treated

>Respect people the way you would like  to be treated

>Be polite to everyone no matter who it is

>Help everyone and they will return the favour

>Help people and you'll make a great team



Confidence

stars

>Always have a go at every thing you do

>Don’t chose the easy path you never know

>Have a go or else you'll never know

>speak up and have a voice just give it a go

>Try your absolute hardest in every thing you do



Curiosity

stars

>Never be afraid to ask a question

>if we never asked questions no one would get the answers we were looking for

>its never bad to be curious

>you can be curious every where you go

>being curious can be helpful in many different ways



Challenge

stars

>challenge yourself,dont take the easy path

>you can always improve your work 

>take a harder path else you will never learn anything new

>always set your self a personal goal set the bar high

>always have a go at hard questions



Thankyou

for listening…

Do you have any questions


